Abstract. Let u1, 1t2t...ru* be nonconstant uniform limits (on compact subsets) of ,4 harmonic functions in {c : lrl < n} C R' where .4 satisfies certain elliptic structure conditions. Theauthorsshowthatifthereexistsl20suchthat(i) {c:u;(n) <-)}n{c:u1@)< -)}=0, (ii)luf-"ll Sl,and(iii)lu,(O)l (),forl<i,,i(rn,thenrn(cwherecdependsonly on thä structure conditions and n. As an application they show that their theorem provides a completely P.D.E. proof of Rickman's generalization of Picard's theorem to quasiregular mappings.
Introductron
Let u: (rr,...,nn) denote apoint in Euclidean n space (R"), andput (*, y) riyi, fr,,U € R', B(r,r):{u:ly-"1 <r}, r)0, r€R'. Let [b] , [Z] , [18] for references and recent results in unique continuation). Another interesting question which arises from this paper is to find minimal structural assumptions on ,4 which guarantee that the conclusion of Theorem 1 or Corollary 1 is valid when urt...,,u,n are .4-harmonic and satisfy (i)-(iii).
As for the proof of Theorem 1, first observe that if utt...,u-satisfy (i)- whenever ö e Cy (A19, ft)) . The existence of, p, car, be deduced as in [6] .
For completeness we sketch a proof of (1.11) in Section 2. Let n(t,r1) : tP-" p(B("r, t)), t ) 0.
Next in Section 2 we prove Lemma l. Let or € B(0, Rl4)n{x:u(x):0}, andO < p1.R/100. Then therc exists ca --ca(n,a,b,pr,pz) ) 0 such that ("n)-' n(p,r, ) ( M (2 p, u, a r)P -r < M (5 p, u, ot)p-r I can(1.0 p, x1).
In Section 3 we establish Lemma 2. There exists r < 10-4.R, nz € B(O,R|4) fl {o: u(r):0}, and cs : cs(nrarbrptrpz) ) 0, such that max {n(.R/8,0), n(10r, ,r)} a csn(r,e2). We observe from (ii), (1 '13) .-fcac5n(r,xrllrlb-rl 1c6M(2r,u,o2) < c6lM12r,u;t,rz) + 3,\].
Next in Section 3 we show that (1.12), (1.13) and essentially Harnack's inequality for F[a,b,pr,pz,B(0,n)] (see Lemma 3) imply the existence of c7 :
( 1 14) 1 §l;,;:,i;1)=*"'rtu@''-u;*') + \) [12] . However Lemma 2 is simpler than its corresponding analogue (Lemma 5.1) in [12] . Also much of the proof in [12] , [15] In a future paper we hope to obtain a generalization of the defect relation in [13] to " 6-r4.-subharmonic functions".
Finally, we would like to thank Juha Heinonen for some helpful conversations. Also the authors would like to thank Tero Kilpeläinen and Jan Måly for a preprint of [9] which was helpful in proving Theorem L.
Preliminary reductions
In the sequel c denotes a positive constant which may only depend orl n ) a, b, pt, p2 ,, loot necessarily the same at each occurence. Here we list some facts about ,4.-harmonic functions which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. Let u ) 0, to be A-harmonic h B(yrt), t > 0, U € R" with constants p: g, ctt c2t in (c), (d), satisfying c1 ) a, c2 ( å and h 1g ( p2. Then we shall oft"o r"" Harnack's inequality for .4-harmonic functions:
(2.1) M(r,,,il < "(*)'r,t#,,, where 0 < r ( t and 0 : 0(n,a,,b,p1,p2) ) l. We refer the reader to [ 10p ) with h-u+ E Wr,n(B("r, tOp)) . Again, existence of ä follows from the theory of monotone coercive operators. Also 0 < u+ < h as follows from the maximum principle for A-harmonic functions (see [6] ). Using these facts and (2.1) of Lemma 3 with u : h, t : L}P,, y : :Dr we find that (2.10) M(\p,u,nt) S M(\p,h,*t) < ch(r) { czh(*), whenever r e B(q,5p). Fbom (2.10), (2.9) with tz : 5p we deduce the existence of dq -d1(n,a,brh,pz) ) 0, such that M(ilp,u,xr) 1i ,ti1rrO, which implies in view of (2.10) for o € B(*r,d1p) that Aho ,r[e) e F(a,b,n,n,B(0,1)) for some o, å independent of i,,lc, asfollows from the fact that / is quasiregular. Using (2.2) and Ascoli's theorem, we find that a subsequenc" "f .
